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Amplitude noise reduction in semiconductor lasers
with weak, dispersive optical feedback
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We present the theory and measurements of the amplitude noise spectrum from a semiconductor laser with weak
optical feedback (Pfb/Pout 10-6) from an external cavity containing an element of dispersive loss. The laser
noise is found to be reduced over most of the low-frequency spectrum, although an increase in the noise is observed
at frequencies corresponding to multiples of the external-cavity free spectral range. The low-frequency noise
reduction closely follows theoretical predictions, and a reduction of as much as 7 dB is measured at an injection
current of 1.5 times the threshold current. The potential of this method for contributing to the production of
amplitude-squeezed light is discussed.

The effects of optical feedback on the dynamic and
noise properties of semiconductor lasers have been
under investigation for some time.' Large reduc-
tions in the laser linewidth have been obtained
by taking advantage of the correlation between
the amplitude and phase noise caused by phase-to-
amplitude coupling in semiconductor lasers.2 3 Un-
der different conditions this correlation can also be
used to reduce the laser amplitude noise.' Although
amplitude noise reduction by use of weak optical feed-
back has been both predicted4 and observed,2 a thor-
ough understanding of this subject is still lacking.
It has been reported5 that optical feedback tends
to increase the noise rather than reduce it, and the
conditions under which noise reduction is possible re-
main unclear. The goal of this Letter is to provide a
comparison of experimental results with the theory of
amplitude noise reduction by use of optical feedback
and to investigate this phenomenon in some detail.

In the modeling of the amplitude noise of a semi-
conductor laser above threshold it is necessary to
start from quantum-mechanical rate equations. We
follow the Langevin equation approach6 7 but include
in the field equation a term that represents feedback
from an external cavity.' We permit this feedback
term to describe a dispersive element (such as an
atomic vapor) that may be present in the cavity.

The equations of motion for the slowly varying
Heisenberg operators for the internal field A(t),
carrier density NC(t), and external field P(t) are
written as
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where 7rp is the total photon lifetime, 7pe is the
photon lifetime that is due to facet losses only,
AL is the lasing frequency, coo is the cold semi-
conductor cavity resonant frequency, ,tt is the
nonresonant refractive index, X is the resonant
optical susceptibility, P is the pump rate, and
1rp is the spontaneous emission carrier lifetime.
Langevin noise operators 6(t), &(t), and fe(t),
respectively, correspond to dipole moment fluc-
tuations, internal optical losses, and incident
vacuum fluctuations. rp(t), r8,(t), and F(t),
respectively, correspond to pump noise, car-
rier noise that is due to spontaneous emission
into nonlasing modes, and dipole moment fluc-
tuations. The correlation relations for these
noise operators are identical to those given in
Ref. 7. The last term in Eq. (1) is the feedback
term, where K = VPf/Pout! rpe is the frequency-
independent feedback coupling rate, Pfb is the
feedback power, Pout is the output power, <km is
the end-mirror reflectivity, and r = ro + dkr/dw
is the total delay through the external cavity, which
includes both the nonresonant delay To and the
delay that is due to the dispersion of the atomic
vapor dbr/d).

The above equations are linearized, and coupled
small-signal equations are then derived for the inter-
nal field amplitude, phase, and carrier-density fluc-
tuation operators. Solving the Fourier-transformed
algebraic equations, we obtain the power spectral
density for the external field amplitude noise, nor-
malized to the standard quantum limit (SQL):
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The coefficients in Eq. (4) are given by

ci(l) = { [1 - exp(-iQr)]/(ifT)} oT cos(k00),
Cr(Ql) = -{[1 - exp(-iflT)]1/(iQfk)}JKOr sin('o),
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where T-St is the carrier stimulated-emission life-
time, E/n, = (X)/ 2 is the net gain, and 'o =
'km + WLT + 'kr is the total phase change of the field
through the external cavity.

A detailed analysis of Eq. (4) yields several impor-
tant consequences at frequencies below the relaxation
resonance. First, pump noise and noise that is due
to spontaneous emission into nonlasing modes (the
dominant noise mechanisms at high pump rates) are
unaffected by the optical feedback. Thus it is clear
that, if amplitude-squeezed light is to be obtained
or enhanced, the feedback must be used in conjunc-
tion with pump suppression.7 Second, noise that
is due to vacuum fluctuations (spontaneous emis-
sion into the lasing mode) and dipole moment fluc-
tuations, which are the dominant noise sources at
low pump rates, can be reduced by a maximum of
1 + a2 in accordance with the semiclassical theory.4
Thus we expect to obtain large reductions in the am-
plitude noise at injection currents near threshold,
with the reduction decreasing at higher injection cur-
rents. Such behavior is shown in Fig. 1. We also
find that an enhancement of the squeezing in a pump-
suppressed semiconductor laser occurs at moderate
pump rates (see Fig. 1, inset). This enhancement
is potentially important when the laser is at room
temperature, at which the high injection currents
needed to produce more complete squeezing cannot
be obtained.

The experimental setup, shown in Fig. 2, was de-
scribed previously. 3 A single-mode GaAs semicon-
ductor laser (STC LT50A-03U) lasing at 852 nm and
with a threshold current of 51.4 mA was coupled to
a 75-cm external cavity containing a Cs cell placed
between two crossed polarizers. The Cs was heated
to 900C, and an axial magnetic field of 150 G was
applied. Faraday rotation caused a small fraction
(10-0) of the output power to be reflected back into
the laser when the laser was tuned to the Doppler-
broadened D2 line at 852 nm. Because of the wave-
length selectivity of the Cs the feedback affected the
dynamics of only a single longitudinal mode, a factor

we have found to be important when using these
lasers in achieving a reduction in the laser amplitude
noise with optical feedback. Most of the light (98%)
was coupled out of the external cavity (at BS1) and
was then passed through a pair of optical isolators
that provided 60 dB of isolation. For measurement
of the low-frequency noise the beam was shone onto
a broad-area high-efficiency photodiode (Hamamatsu
.1722-01), and the resulting photocurrent was am-
plified and sent to an electronic spectrum analyzer.
The net current-to-current quantum efficiency above
threshold with this detector was only 36%. The data
were normalized to the SQL, which we calibrated by
shining a filtered incandescent lamp onto the detec-
tor with enough intensity to produce an equal pho-
tocurrent. The detector was found to be linear at dc
to photocurrents as high as 20 mA but showed some
saturation at frequencies greater than 100 MHz.

The laser was locked to the top of the Cs Fara-
day line, and the amplitude noise spectrum was mea-
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Fig. 1. Theoretical prediction of the noise reduction at
116 MHz for different feedback coupling rates (in units of
109 s-1) in a pump-suppressed semiconductor laser. The
inset shows the squeezing enhancement at a pump rate
of R = iL/ th - 1 = 4. The parameter values used are
7p = Tpe = 9.1 x 10-12 S, T 6p = 4.3 X 10-9 s, np = 1.25,
,8 = 10-5, a = -3.4, X = 1.4 X 10-8 s, 7

hint = 0.85, and
Next = 0.9.
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Fig. 2. Experimental setup: LD, laser diode; L's, lenses;
BS's, beam splitters; M's, mirrors; P's, polarizers; D's,
detectors; ND, neutral-density filter; PZT, piezoelectric
transducer; Isol., isolator; A, amplifier; B, magnetic field.
The amplitude noise power is measured at D3 , and the
feedback power is monitored at D,.

+ 1- (4)
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Fig. 3. Frequency dependence of the amplitude noise
power at an injection current of 76 mA for free-running
(trace A), Pfb/Pout = 4 X 10-7 (trace B), and SQL (trace
C) conditions.
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Fig. 4. Amplitude noise power at 116 MHz, normalized
to the SQL, as a function of feedback power at injec-
tion currents of 76 mA (filled circles) and 97 mA (open
squares). The solid curves are the theoretical predictions
based on Eq. (4).

sured. A portion of this spectrum is shown in Fig. 3,
taken at an injection current of 76 mA. Under feed-
back conditions the amplitude noise is seen to be re-
duced at most frequencies, with peaks occurring at
multiples of 60 MHz, a frequency corresponding to
the external-cavity free spectral range modified from
its empty-cavity value of 200 MHz by the dispersion
of the Cs.

The reduction of the amplitude noise at a fixed
frequency of 116 MHz was measured as a function
of feedback power; the results are plotted in Fig. 4.
For each measurement the feedback phase was ad-
justed so that the laser frequency with feedback
was the same as the unperturbed laser frequency.3
This not only fixed the phase to a constant known
value but also avoided simultaneous locking to more
than one external-cavity mode. Each measurement
was normalized to the SQL after subtraction of the
background amplifier noise. At an injection cur-
rent of 76 mA (filled circles) the maximum noise
reduction was found to be 7 dB; at higher injec-
tion currents this maximum reduction decreased
(open squares). We also plotted the theoretical pre-
dictions (solid curves), using the parameter values
given in Fig. 1 except for the following: np = 1
(76 mA), a = -4.5 (76 mA), and Next = 0.42. A rea-
sonable agreement between theory and experiment
is found. At the lower injection current the laser
noise was found to increase if the feedback cou-

pling rate was increased to greater than -0.2 X
109 s'1, causing a deviation from the theoretical pre-
diction. It is possible that this increase is caused by
the onset of coherence collapse or by increased power
in the laser side modes.

The difficulty of tuning the laser to the Cs line
and the danger of thermal damage to the laser at
high output powers limited the range of injection
currents within which these measurements could be
made. Because of the high threshold current of our
laser the maximum pump rate obtainable was R =
With - 1 = 1.4, which permitted a noise reduction to
within 2.3 dB of the SQL but which was not enough
to produce squeezed light. Since our laser was op-
erated with a current source, the pump noise should
have been suppressed and the noise reduction then
limited, at maximum feedback levels, by carrier noise
that is due to spontaneous emission into nonlasing
modes. As Fig. 1 shows, a pump rate of -R = 3 is
required before significant low-frequency squeezing
should be observable. It was reported recently8 that
a reduction of the amplitude noise of a semiconductor
laser to below the SQL was obtained by use of strong
feedback from a grating. We intend to repeat our
weak-feedback experiment, using a laser with a lower
threshold current and a balanced homodyne detector
to quantitatively measure the effects of the feedback
on the laser noise in the quantum regime.

The effects of optical feedback on the amplitude
noise spectrum of a semiconductor laser have been
examined theoretically and experimentally. Under
weak-feedback conditions (Pfb/Pout = 10-6) the low-
frequency amplitude noise is reduced by as much
as 7 dB at moderate injection currents. The depen-
dence of this reduction on the feedback power com-
pares favorably with theoretical predictions based on
a quantum-mechanical model of the laser noise. At
moderate pump rates, achievable at room tempera-
ture, an enhancement of the low-frequency amplitude
squeezing in a pump-suppressed semiconductor laser
is predicted.
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